
WOVEN JACQUARD



Frost

When the temperature is 

cold enough to freeze water, 

the ground appears fragile 

white crystals and frozen dew 

drops coat the landscape. 

these designs are inspired by 

nature by the pure beauty of 

the northernmost climates 

for and used images seen 

in nature to create our Frost 

collection.



Frost FA2



Frost FA5



Frost FA6



Frost FA7



Frost FA8



Frost FA9



Frost FA10



Frost FD2



Glimmer

The Glimmer range 

accentuates the contrast 

between dark shadows and 

bright lights, just as in the 

morning sunlight makes the 

world around us shine. Our 

design brings light and shine 

to any space. 



Glimmer GA2



Glimmer GA4



Glimmer GB2



Glimmer GB4



Glimmer GC1



Glimmer GC3



Glimmer GD4



Chevron 
Remix

This design is inspired by the 

classic herringbone. It is a 

reinterpretation of this style 

mixed with the Hungarian tip 

design, which achieves an 

illusion of duplicity. 



Chevron Remix CA4



Chevron Remix CA5



Chevron Remix CA6



Chevron Remix CA7



Chevron Remix CC4



Chevron Remix CD4



Chevron Remix CA9



Chevron Remix CB4



Shadowcrete

Design with an antique look 

that reflects the sunlight to 

give a cozy atmosphere to the 

rooms. 



Shadowcrete SH1



Shadowcrete SH2



Shadowcrete SH3



Shadowcrete SH4



Shadowcrete SH5



Shadowcrete SH6



Shadowcrete SH7



Shadowcrete SH8



Shadowcrete SH9



Shadowcrete SH10



Adobecraft

A modern, abstract geometric 

pattern for an edgy and 

innovative look. The design 

aims to capture people’s 

attention when they cross the 

rooms. 



Adobecraft AD1



Adobecraft AD2



Sandscript

A design inspired by the 

landscapes of deserts or 

beaches. This pattern is 

subtly reminiscent of the look 

of sand. 



Sandscript SA1



Sandscript SA2



Sandscript SA3



Sandscript SA4



Sandscript SA5



Sandscript SA6



Sandscript SA7



Sandscript SA8



Sandscript 
major

It is a collection inspired 

by the old clay tiles called 

encaustic from the Victorian 

era. In these designs different 

patterns are mixed. 



Sandscript Major SM01



Sandscript Major SM02



Sandscript Major SM03



Sandscript Major SM04



Sandscript Major SM05



Sandscript Major SM06



Artisanstone

Pattern inspired by the natural 

design of stone. This range 

gives rooms an elegant and 

sophisticated look as well as 

traditional. 



Artisanstone AR1



Artisanstone AR2



Watercourse

Sophisticated and innovative 

pattern that recreates the 

movement of waves and ocean 

currents. Both the drawing 

and the chosen colors will 

simulate the appearance of 

water. 



Watercourse WA1



Watercourse WA2



Watercourse WA3



Watercourse WA4



Marbleridge

This pattern imitates the 

natural look of marble, very 

fashionable today. With an 

elegant style and subtle tones, 

this series evokes the most 

luxurious environments. 



Marbleridge MA1



Marbleridge MA2



Marbleridge MA3



Marbleridge MA4



Marbleridge MA5



Marbleridge MA6



Moonscape

This pattern is inspired by the 

lunar landscape. Geometric 

shapes combined with 

gradient colors give the floor 

a mystical and futuristic look. 



Moonscape MO1



Moonscape MO2



Illussionweave

This striped design creates 

a clean and crisp tile pattern 

with the ability to create 

different combinations in the 

installation process to create 

various illusion patterns. 



Illussionweave IL1



Illussionweave IL2



Mysticshade

Designs that combine black 

tones with coral and emerald 

green among others, in order 

to create a mysterious and 

sophisticated environment. 

A dark collection perfect to 

combine with eclectic style 

furniture. 



Mysticshade MY1



Mysticshade MY2



Mysticshade MY3



Mysticshade MY4



Mysticshade MY5



Mysticshade MY6



Mysticshade MY7



The RA and RA ranges are 

new designs that increase the 

number of options and colors 

available. Earthy and dark 

colors such as black or gray 

predominate. 

Other designs



RA1



RA2



RA3



RA4



RU1



RU2



RU4



RU5



www.floover.com


